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In 1975, I. N. Bernstein, I. M. Gel'fand, and S. I. Gel'fand in ``Lie Groups and
.Their Representations,'' pp. 21]64, Halsted, New York, 1975 resolved an irre-
ducible representation of a complex semisimple Lie algebra by Verma modules
indexed by the Weyl group. This resolution is now commonly referred to as the
 .Bernstein]Gel'fand]Gel'fand or BGG resolution. One consequence of the BGG
resolution is a simple proof of the Weyl character formula. In this paper, we will
describe an analogous resolution problem in positive characteristic: Is there a
resolution of a highest weight irreducible representation of a semisimple simply
connected algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of positive characteris-
.tic by restricted Verma modules? And if so, is it a generalization of the BGG
 .resolution? This paper provides a complete answer to this problem for SL 3, k .
Consequently, we are able to compute the formal character of the irreducible
representation following a procedure similar to the BGG proof of the Weyl
character formula. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G denote a simply connected semisimple algebraic group over the
algebraically closed field k of positive characteristic p. Let g denote the
restricted Lie algebra of G. Let T denote a maximal torus in G and B a
 .Borel subgroup containing T. For every weight l g X T , there exists an
irreducible G-module with highest weight l, which we denote by I . Let Zl l
denote the restricted Verma module with highest weight l; i.e., Z s Ul g
m k , where U is the restricted enveloping algebra of g , and b is theU l gb
restricted Lie algebra of B.
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If X is any variety over k and n is a positive integer, define X to ben
the variety having the same underlying space as X, but with regular
functions which are locally pnth powers of regular functions on X. The
morphism F : X ª X which is the identity on point spaces and then n
inclusion on O ¨ O on the structure sheaves is called the FrobeniusX Xn
morphism of order n. X is called the Frobenius quotient of X of order n.n
The Frobenius morphism F : G ª G is a homomorphism of algebraicn n
groups. Let Gn. denote its kernel. We write F for F .1
 .A finite dimensional rational representation f : G ª GL V induces a
 .representation f : G ª GL V . The composition map f ( F is a newn n n n n
representation of G. Call it the nth Frobenius twist of V, denoted V w nx.
G1. is the group scheme dual to the restricted enveloping algebra U ; i.e.,g
w 1.x 1.  .U ( k G *. Hence, G B-module structure is equivalent to g , B -g
module structure. And so, the restricted Verma modules Z are G1.B-l
modules.
2. THE RESOLUTION PROBLEM
In this section we will describe the Bernstein]Gel'fand]Gel'fand resolu-
tion in characteristic zero and formulate the resolution problem in charac-
teristic p.
2.1. The BGG Resolution
w xIn 1 , I. N. Bernstein, I. M. Gel'fand, and S. I. Gel'fand resolved the
irreducible highest weight representation by Verma modules in character-
istic zero. The result is the Bernstein]Gel'fand]Gel'fand resolution or
.just the BGG resolution for brevity . In order to state the
Bernstein]Gel'fand]Gel'fand Theorem, suppose we have a semisimple Lie
algebra L over the complex numbers. Then let U denote the universalL
enveloping algebra of L. Let h denote the Cartan subalgebra. Then for
l g h*, define the classical Verma module
M s U m k .l L U lbq
 w x.THEOREM Bernstein, Gel'fand, and Gel'fand 1, p. 48 . Let I be anl
irreducible finite dimensional L-module with highest weight l. Then there
exists an exact sequence of L-modules
0 ª M ª ??? ª M ª ??? ª M ª I ª 0,[w ( l w ( l l l0
 i.wgW
 i.  <  . 4where W s w g W l w s i .
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2.2. Positi¨ e Characteristic
We return now to the situation of the Introduction and pose the
following question: Is there a resolution of the irreducible representation
by restricted Verma modules? Furthermore, is such a resolution related to
the BGG resolution? This is what we mean by the resolution problem. The
results of this paper will show that if we relax the definition of ``resolution,''
 .there is a positive solution to this problem in the case of SL 3, k . We will
construct a complex of restricted Verma modules which has a definite
.relation to the BGG resolution , which resolves the irreducible representa-
tion in the sense that the irreducible representation is the cokernel of the
complex and the homology of the complex is easily computed. Thus the
character of the irreducible representation can be calculated from this
pseudo-resolution in a similar fashion to the BGG proof of the Weyl
character formula.
It should be mentioned that the resolution problem can also be moti-
w xvated in a different way. In 5 , we showed that in the Grothendieck group,
 .the Frobenius direct image sheaf F#O r is the sum of two irreducible
 .representations of SL 2, k . But, in general, the Frobenius direct image of
a homogeneous line bundle is induced by a restricted Verma module.
Therefore, trying to generalize the short exact sequence decomposition of
 .the Frobenius direct image in the case of SL 2, k also leads to this
 w x .resolution problem. For more details on this point of view, see 6 .
3. RESTRICTED VERMA MODULES
We shall always regard restricted Verma modules as G1.B-modules. The
dual restricted Verma modules are also G1.B-modules via the contragredi-
ent representation. The first lemma is well known and is a direct result of
Serre duality for a finite morphism. A proof of the lemma can be found in
w xJantzen 4, II.9.2, p. 321 .
 .LEMMA 3.1. For e¨ery l g X T ,
ZU ( Zl 2 py1.ryl
as G1.B-modules.
Another important property of the restricted Verma modules is that
tensoring them with a one dimensional p-twisted representation ``shifts''
the highest weight of the module.
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 .LEMMA 3.2. For any l, m g X T ,
Z m k w1x ( Z ,l m lqpm
as G1.B-modules.
Proof. We observe that if V is a rational representation of B, and V w1x
denotes the first Frobenius twist of V, then G1. acts trivially on V w1x.
Z [ k w1x s U m k m k w1x .l m g U l mbq
( U m k m k w1x .g U l mbq
( U m kg U lqpmbq
s Z .lqpm
Next, we define the shifted dual of a restricted Verma module.
DEFINITION 3.1. Write Z> for ZU m k w1x , the dual of Z tensored withl l y2 r l
the one dimensional p-twisted representation, k w1x .y2 r
 .COROLLARY 3.1. For e¨ery l g X T ,
Z> ( Zl yly2 r
as G1.B-modules.
 .For the rest of this paper, unless otherwise stated, let G s SL 3, k ,
where k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let g denote
 .the corresponding restricted Lie algebra sl 3, k . Let h denote the stan-
dard Cartan subalgebra which consists of the diagonal matrices. Let F
 4 q  4denote the root system. Let D s a , a and F s a , a , a s a q a1 2 1 2 3 1 2
be the base and positive roots, respectively. We will also use the notation
 4a for a since it is the longest root. Let v , v denote the fundamentalÄ 3 1 2
dominant weights.
 4The Chevalley basis of g is X , X , X , Y , Y , Y , H , H , where the a1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
has been suppressed in the notation for convenience.
Recall that ¨ denotes 1 m 1 g Z and Z is a free U y module of rankl l l l n
 r3 r2 r1 <one with generator ¨ . A k-vector space basis of Z is Y Y Y ¨ 0 Fl l 3 2 1 l
4r F p y 1 .i
LEMMA 3.3. Let r, s be integers. Then
 4min r , s
i r sr r i syi ryiY , Y s y1 i! Y Y Y . .1 2 3 2 1 /  /i i
is1
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Proof. Since the formula is symmetrical we may suppose r F s, and
w s x sy1induce on r. Let r s 1. Then we must show Y , Y s ysY Y . To do1 2 3 2
w xthis we induce on s. For s s 1, this just becomes Y , Y s yY which we1 2 3
know to be true since the root system is of type A . Then for s ) 1,2
Y Y sq1 s Y sY y sY Y sy1 Y .1 2 2 1 3 2 2
s Y s Y Y y Y y sY Y s .2 2 1 3 3 2
s Y sq1Y y s q 1 Y Y s . .2 1 3 2
So the r s 1 case is done. Now assume the lemma holds true for r y 1 and
show it is true for r F s. Notice that the formula is equivalent to
 4min r , s
i r sr s i syi ryiY Y s y1 i! Y Y Y , .1 2 3 2 1 /  /i i
is0
which we will use in our inductive step.
Y r Y s s Y Y ry1Y s .1 2 1 1 2
ry1
i r y 1 s i syi ry1yis Y y1 i! Y Y Y , .1 3 3 1 /  /i i
is0
w xby induction. But Y , Y s 0, so apply the r s 1 formula to get1 3
ry1
i r y 1 sr s i syi syiy1 ry1yiY Y s y1 i! Y Y Y y s y i Y Y Y .  . .1 2 3 2 1 3 2 1 /  /i i
is0
ry1
i r y 1 s i syi ryis y1 i! Y Y Y . 3 2 1 /  /i i
is0
ry1
iq1 r y 1 s iq1 syiy1 ryiy1q y1 i q 1 ! Y Y Y . .  . 3 2 1 /  /i i q 1
is0
In the second sum replace i q 1 by j and then reindex with i instead of j
to get
ry1
i s r y 1 r y 1r s s r i syi ryiY Y s Y Y q y1 i! Y Y Y q .1 2 2 1 3 2 1  5 /  /  /i i i y 1
is1




i r sr s i syi ryiY , Y s y1 i! Y Y Y . .1 2 3 2 1 /  /i i
is1
4. HOMOMORPHISMS BETWEEN VERMA MODULES
In characteristic zero, the homomorphisms between the infinite dimen-
sional Verma modules are simply inclusions. However, in positive charac-
teristic, the restricted Verma modules are finite dimensional and are not
included in one another. So a crucial step in constructing a positive
characteristic generalization of the BGG resolution is to define the homo-
morphisms between neighboring restricted Verma modules.
The homomorphisms between restricted Verma modules which are
neighbors via an affine reflection by a simple root are well known. We
describe them in Subsection 4.1. The difficult step is defining analogous
maps between restricted Verma modules which are neighbors via an affine
reflection by a non-simple positive root. In general, such maps are un-
 .known. We calculate them for SL 3, k in Subsection 4.2.
4.1. Reflection by a Simple Root
In this section G denotes any simply connected semisimple algebraic
group over k.
 .DEFINITION 4.1. Let l g X T . We call l a regular weight if l does
not fall on any walls of the p-affine Weyl group, W ; i.e., if for all a g Fq,p
 k :a , l q r k 0 mod p . .
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a simply connected semisimple algebraic group o¨er
 .an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ) 3. Let l g X T be a
regular weight. Let a g D. Let n be an integer such that
 k :np - a , l q r - n q 1 p. .
Then there exists a non-zero G1.B homomorphism
w l : Z ª Za , n p s ( l la , n p
defined by ¨ ¬ Y a k , lqr:yn p¨ .s ( l a la , n p
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Proof. The map is defined as a U y homomorphism, so we need onlyn
check that
X ? w l ¨ s 0 for all b g Fq, .b a , n p s ( la , n p
and that the weight of Y a
k , lqr:yn p¨ is s ( l. First of all, we noticea l a , n p
that the characteristic p is not one of the structure constants of the root
system, since p ) 3. Hence, for any vector w, ``X ? w s 0 for all b g D'' isb
q w xequivalent to ``X ? w s 0 for all b g F .'' So, for b / a g D, X , Y s 0,b b a
hence
X Y a
k , lqr:yn p¨ s 0.b a l
Then apply the Commutator formula to get
a k , lqr:yn p  k : a k , lqr:yn py1X Y ¨ s a , l q r y np np Y ¨ . .a a l a l
s 0,
since char k s p.
 .We notice that when G s SL 3, k , we need not make the restriction,
p ) 3, in order to prove the above lemma.
4.2. Reflection by the Non-simple Positi¨ e Root
  . <  k : 4Let B s l g X T 0 - a , l q r - p ;a g D , which is typically
 . called ``the box.'' Let G s SL 3, k . Then, B consists of two p-alcoves see
.Fig. 1 . The bottom alco¨e, which we denote A , is given by0
<  k : ql g X T 0 - a , l q r - p ;a g F . 4 .
 .FIG. 1. The box for SL 3, k .
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The first up alcove, denoted A , is given by1
<  k :  k :l g X T 0 - a , l q r - p ;a g D and p - a , l q r - 2 p . . 4Ä
 .DEFINITION 4.2. For every regular weight l g X T , let
 k :a , lqrÄ p
k :T s Y Y q a , l y i q 1 Y , . . pl 2 1 1 3
is1
 4  .where if m g Z, then m g 0, 1, . . . , p y 1 is such that m ' m mod p .p p
The factors of T in the above definition are interesting objects byl
themselves. In a certain way, they are the non-simple root analogue to Ya
where a g D. If we think of them in this way, then the product we have
defined becomes analogous to a power of Y . We have already seen thata
multiplying ¨ by a particular power of Y results in a b weight vector inl a
Z . Soon we will see that our non-simple analogue will also satisfy thisl
property. The product of these factors is well defined since all the
 .Y Y q rY factors commute with each other. The proof is an easy2 1 3
calculation.
The next definition is based on the two alcove shapes in the geometry of
 .the affine Weyl group when G s SL 3, k .
 .DEFINITION 4.3. Let G s SL 3, k and let l be a regular weight. Let
n,m, l g Z satisfying
 k :np - a , l q r - n q 1 p , .Ä
 k :mp - a , l q r - m q 1 p , .1
 k :lp - a , l q r - l q 1 p. .2
 .1 If m q l s n, we say l belongs to a down alcove.
 .2 If m q l q 1 s n, we say l belongs to an up alcove.
 .LEMMA 4.2. Let G s SL 3, k . Let l be a regular weight in an up alco¨e.
Let n be the integer satisfying
 k :np - a , l q r - n q 1 p. .Ä
Then T ¨ is a b weight ¨ector in Z with T-weight s ( l.l l l a , n pÄ
Proof. Let m , m g Z satisfying1 2
 k :m p - a , l q r - m q 1 p , .1 1 1
 k :m p - a , l q r - m q 1 p. .2 2 2
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Then since l is in an up alcove, n s m q m q 1. From the definition of1 2
T we see that the weight of T ¨ is s ( l. To show T ¨ is a b weightl l l a , n p l lÄ
vector in Z we must show it is killed by both X and X . Let M sl 1 2
 k :  k :a , l q r y np and A s a , l y m p. Then,Ä 1 1
M
X T ¨ s X Y Y q A y i q 1 Y ¨ . .1 l l 1 2 1 3 l
is1
M
s Y Y q AY ??? Y Y q A y i q 2 Y .  . . 2 1 3 2 1 3
is1
? X , Y Y q A y i q 1 Y ??? Y Y q A y M q 1 Y ¨ . .  . .1 2 1 3 2 1 3 l
But then,
w x w xX , Y Y q A y i q 1 Y s X , Y Y q A y i q 1 X , Y .  .1 2 1 3 1 2 1 1 3
s Y H y A y i q 1 Y . .2 1 2
For convenience we introduce the notation,
s




iy1 MX T ¨ s p Y H y A y i q 1 Y p ¨ . .1 l l 1 2 1 2 iq1 l
is1
M
iy1 k M :s p Y a , l y M y i a y A y i q 1 p ¨ .  . 4Ä 1 2 1 iq1 l
is1
M
k iy1 M :s a , l y M y i y A y i q 1 p Y p ¨ . .  . 4 1 1 2 iq1 l
is1
Claim. p iy1Y p M ¨ is independent of i.1 2 iq1 l
w xSince Y , Y s yY , we see1 2 3
Y Y Y q sY s Y Y q s q 1 Y Y , .  . .2 2 1 3 2 1 3 2
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for any integer s. So,
M
iy1 M iy1p Y p ¨ s p Y Y q A y j q 2 Y Y ¨ . .1 2 iq1 l 1 2 1 3 2 l
jsiq1
My1
iy1s p Y Y q A y k q 1 Y Y ¨ . .1 2 1 3 2 l
ksi
s p My 1Y ¨ ,1 2 l
which does not depend on i. Hence,
M
k My1 :X T ¨ s a , l y M y i y A y i q 1 p Y ¨ .  . .1 l l 1 1 2 l
is1
M
My 1s yM q 2 i q m p y 1 p Y ¨ . 1 1 2 l
is1
s yM 2 q M M q 1 q m pM y M p My 1Y ¨ . .1 1 2 l
s m pMp My 1Y ¨1 1 2 l
s 0,
since the characteristic of k is p. So we have proven that X kills T ¨ .1 l l
The proof for X is similar.2
COROLLARY 4.1. With the same hypotheses as Lemma 4.2, there exists a
non-zero G1.B-module homomorphism
w l : Z ª ZÄn p s ( l la , n pÄ
gi¨ en by ¨ ¬ T ¨ .s ( l l la , n pÄ
Because the weight of T ¨ is s ( l we remark that T is the elementl l a , n p lÄ
of U y that represents reflection through the non-simple p-hyperplanen
 . a k , lqr:ym pH see Fig. 2 . This is analogous to the element Y fora , n p aÄ
a g D representing reflection through the simple p-hyperplane H .a , m p
When l is in a down alcove, there exists a non-zero homomorphism
Z ª Z also, but it is not defined as in Corollary 4.1. It is merely as ( l la , n pÄ
composition of three other more ``basic'' homomorphisms, i.e., two of the
 .form found in Lemma 4.1 and one as in Corollary 4.1 see Fig. 3 .
4.3. Relati¨ e Reflections
We introduce some convenient notation for affine reflections and our
homomorphisms between restricted Verma modules.
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FIG. 2. Reflecting a regular weight in an up alcove through a non-simple p-hyperplane.
DEFINITION 4.4. For every a g Fq, let
s ) l s s ( l,a a , n p
 k :  .where n is the integer such that np - a , l q r - n q 1 p. We call
s ) l the relative reflection of l by a .a
This definition is purely for notational convenience. We extend this
 4  .formal notation so that s , s ) l will mean s ) s ) l . In this way wea b a b
define a relative reflection action of ordered sequences of positive roots on
 . qX T ; i.e., if a , . . . , a g F , then1 l
 4s , s , . . . , s , s ) la a a al ly1 2 1
is defined by starting with l and performing the successive relative
 .reflections by a , a , . . . , a in order .1 2 l
l l  k : DEFINITION 4.5. Write f s w where np - a , l q r - n qa a , n p
. l l1 p for a g D. We will usually abbreviate f as f . With this in mind, wea ii
set f l s w l where n is defined as usual and l is in an up alcove.Ä3 n p
FIG. 3. When l is in a down alcove, reflection by a is equivalent to three reflectionsÄ
through p-hyperplanes.
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4.4. Identities in the En¨eloping Algebra
In this section we prove some technical results concerning identities in
the restricted enveloping algebra U y and the corresponding relationshipsn
between the homomorphisms we've defined.
But first we begin with a general proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a simply connected semisimple algebraic
 .group o¨er k. For all a g D and all regular l g X T ,
f lf sa ) l¨ s 0.a a s , s 4) la a
Proof. Let n g Z such that f l s w l . Then,a a , n p
 k :  k :a , s ) l q r s 2np y a , l q r .a
And since
 k :np - a , l q r - n q 1 p , .
we get
 k :n y 1 p - a , s ) l q r - np. . a
Hence f sa ) l s w sa ) l . And so we calculatea a , ny1. p
f lf sa ) l¨ s w l w sa ) l ¨a a s , s 4) l a , n p a , ny1. p s , s 4) la a a a
s w l Y a k , sa ) lqr:y ny1. p¨ /a , n p a s ) la
s Y a k , sa ) lqr:y ny1. pY a k , lqr:yn p¨a a l
s Y p¨a l
s 0.
 .Now let G s SL 3, k again. The following corollary is not needed here,
wbut we state it for the sake of interest and completion. For a proof, see 6,
xp. 48 .
 .COROLLARY 4.2. For all a g D and all regular l g X T ,
Ker f l s Im f sa ) l .a a
Now we examine some identities in U y. We begin with regular weightsn
in B and then we will generalize the results to all regular weights.
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PROPOSITION 4.2. For all regular weights g g A , the following equalities0
hold in U y,n
 . a k2 , s1(gqr: a k1 , gqr: a 2k , gqr:1 Y Y s T Y ,2 1 s (g 22
 . a k1 , s2 (gqr: a k2 , gqr: a k1 , gqr:2 Y Y s T Y .1 2 s (g 11
Proof. Let g s av q bv be a regular weight in the bottom alcove,1 2
 k :  k :A . Then a , s (g q r s a q b q 2, and a , s (g q r s a q b q0 2 1 1 2
2. So the identities become
 . aqbq2 aq1 bq11 Y Y s T Y ,2 1 s (g 22
 . aqbq2 bq1 aq12 Y Y s T Y .1 2 s (g 11
Following Definition 4.2 we see that
aq1
T s Y Y q a q b q 2 y i Y , . .s (g 2 1 32
is1
bq1
T s Y Y q p y a y 1 y i Y , . .s (g 2 1 31
is1
since
 k :a , s (g q r s a q 1,Ä 2
 k :a , s (g q r s b q 1,Ä 1
 k :a , s (g s ya y 2.1 1
 .  k :Now, to prove 1 we will induce on a s a , g . If a s 0, then T s1 s (g2
 .Y Y q b q 1 Y , and we must show2 1 3
Y bq2 Y s Y Y q b q 1 Y Y bq1. . .2 1 2 1 3 2
So, by Lemma 3.3,
Y Y q b q 1 Y Y bq1 s Y Y Y bq1 q b q 1 Y Y bq1 .  . .2 1 3 2 2 1 2 3 2
s Y Y bq1Y y b q 1 Y Y b q b q 1 Y Y bq1 .  . .2 2 1 3 2 3 2
s Y bq2 Y .2 1
Now consider the following induction hypothesis:
part 1 holds true for all regular weights, h , in the bottom alcove, .
 k :such that a , h - a.1
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 .  .Let g 9 s a y 1 v q b q 1 v . So, if a ) 0, g 9 satisfies the induction1 2
hypothesis and
 k :a , s (g 9 q r s a q b q 2,2 1
 k :a , s (g 9 q r s a,Ä 2
 k :a , s (g 9 s a q b q 1.1 2
Hence by induction we have
a
aqbq2 a bq2Y Y s Y Y q a q b q 2 y i Y Y . 1 .  . .2 1 2 1 3 2
is1
 .Now multiply 1 on the right by Y to get1
a
aqbq2 aq1 bq2Y Y s Y Y q a q b q 2 y i Y Y Y . 2 .  . .2 1 2 1 3 2 1
is1
But by Lemma 3.3,
Y Y bq2 s Y bq2 Y y b q 2 Y Y bq1. .1 2 2 1 3 2
So,
Y bq2 Y s Y Y bq2 q b q 2 Y Y bq1 .2 1 1 2 3 2
s Y Y q b q 2 Y Y bq1 . .1 2 3 2
s Y Y y Y q b q 2 Y Y bq1 . .2 1 3 3 2
s Y Y q b q 1 Y Y bq1. 3 .  . .2 1 3 2
But,
aq1
T s Y Y q a q b q 2 y i Y . .s (g 2 1 32
is1
a
s Y Y q a q b q 2 y i Y Y Y q b q 1 Y . 4 .  .  . .  . 2 1 3 2 1 3 /is1
 .  .  .Hence, 2 , 3 , and 4 imply
a
aqbq2 aq1Y Y s Y Y q a q b q 2 y i Y . .2 1 2 1 3 /is1
= Y Y q b q 1 Y Y bq1 . .2 1 3 2
s T Y bq1.s (g 22
 .So 1 has been shown.
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 .  k :The proof of 2 follows a similar procedure, inducing on b s a , g .2
 . w xIn the induction step use g 9 s av q b y 1 v . For details, see 6 .1 2
PROPOSITION 4.3. For all regular weights g g A , the following equalities1
hold in U y,n
a k2 , s1(gqr:yp a k1 , gqr: a k1 , saÄ, p (gqr: .1 Y Y s Y T ,2 1 1 g
a k1 , s2 (gqr:yp a k2 , gqr: a k2 , saÄ, p (gqr: .2 Y Y s Y T .1 2 2 g
Proof. Let g s av q bv be a regular weight in A . Since g g A ,1 2 1 1
a q b q 2 ) p, and the identities we need to prove become
 . aqbq2yp aq1 pyby11 Y Y s Y T ,2 1 1 g
 . aqbq2yp bq1 pyay12 Y Y s Y T ,1 2 2 g
where
aqbq2yp
T s Y Y q a y i q 1 Y . . .g 2 1 3
is1
 k :We will induce on c s a , g q r . Since we are concerned with weightsÄ
in the first up alcove, the initial case is c s p q 1. If c s a q b q 2 s p q
1, then T s Y Y q aY and we need to showg 2 1 3
 . aq1 a .a Y Y s Y Y Y q aY ,2 1 1 2 1 3
 . pya pyay1 .b Y Y s Y Y Y q aY .1 2 2 2 1 3
These are easily verified using Lemma 3.3.
 .This time the induction hypothesis will involve both equalities 1 and
 .2 ; i.e., consider the induction hypothesis:
parts 1 and 2 hold true for all regular weights, h , in A , .  . 1
 k :such that a , h q r - a q b q 2.Ä
 .Let g 9 s av q b y 1 v . So, if c ) p q 1, then g 9 satisfies the induc-1 2
tion hypothesis since
 k :a , g 9 q r s a q b q 1 ) p if a q b q 2 ) p q 1.Ä
Notice that
 k :a , s (g 9 q r s p y b ,1 a , pÄ
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so by induction we have
aqbq1yp
aqbq1yp aq1 pyb .   . .1 9 Y Y s Y Y Y q a y i q 1 Y ,2 1 1 2 1 3
is1
aqbq1yp
aqbq1yp b pyay1 .   . .2 9 Y Y s Y Y Y q a y i q 1 Y .1 2 2 2 1 3
is1
 .Multiply 1 9 on the left by Y to get2
aqbq1yp
aqbq2yp aq1 pybY Y s Y Y Y Y q a y i q 1 Y . . .2 1 2 1 2 1 3
is1
But,
Y pyby1 Y Y q p y b y 1 Y s Y Y pyb . .1 2 1 3 2 1
by Lemma 3.3. Hence
aqbq2yp
aqbq2yp aq1 pyby1Y Y s Y Y Y q a y i q 1 Y , . .2 1 1 2 1 3
is1
 .  .  .and 1 is shown. To prove 2 , multiply 2 9 on the left by Y and on the1
right by Y to show2
aqbq1yp
aqbq2yp bq1 pyay2Y Y s Y Y Y q a y i q 1 Y Y . . .1 2 2 2 1 3 2
is0
 .   . .But, Y Y q rY Y s Y Y Y q r y 1 Y . Hence we see2 1 3 2 2 2 1 3
aqbq1yp
aqbq2yp bq1 pyay1Y Y s Y Y Y q a y i Y . .1 2 2 2 1 3
is0
aqbq2yp
pyay1s Y Y Y q a y i q 1 Y , . .2 2 1 3
is1
 .and 2 is shown.
The identities in the previous two propositions are connected to the
 .alcove geometry of the affine Weyl group with respect to p for SL 3, k .
We recall that the reflection s s s can be expressed in terms of reflec-a 3Ä
tions by the two simple roots, i.e.,
s s s s s s s s s . 5 .3 1 2 1 2 1 2
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If g g A , then we get the two equalities0
 4  4s , s )g s s , s )g ,2 1 3 2
 4  4s , s )g s s , s )g .1 2 3 1
These two equations correspond with the identities in Proposition 4.2.
 .See Fig. 4 for an illustration of the first equality. But, the other possible
 .expressions resulting from 5 do not result in identities for bottom alcove
 4  4  4weights; i.e., for g g A , s , s )g / s , s )g and s , s )g /0 2 1 1 3 1 2
 4s , s )g . Although those possibilities do not give identities for bottom2 3
alcove weights, they do give identities for weights in the first up alcove,
A ; i.e., for g g A we have1 1
 4  4s , s )g s s , s )g ,2 1 1 3
 4  4s , s )g s s , s )g .1 2 2 3
Next, we generalize the propositions to any regular weight.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let l be a regular weight in a down alco¨e. Then,
 . a k2 , s1) lqr:p a k1 , lqr:p a k2 , lqr:pa Y Y s T Y ,2 1 s ) l 22
 . a k1 , s2 ) lqr:p a k2 , lqr:p a k1 , lqr:pb Y Y s T Y .1 2 s ) l 11
Proof. Let m, l, n be integers such that
s ) l s s ( l,1 1, m p
s ) l s s ( l,2 2, l p
s ) l s s ( l.3 a , n pÄ
 4  4FIG. 4. When g g A , s , s )g s s , s )g .0 2 1 3 2
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Since l is in a down alcove, n s m q l. Let m s l y mpv y lpv . Then1 2
m g A and one can easily check the equalities0
 k :  k :a , m q r s a , l q r ,p1 1
 k :  k :a , m q r s a , l q r ,p2 2
 k :  k :a , s (m q r s a , s ) l q r ,p1 2 1 2
 k :  k :a , s (m q r s a , s ) l q r ,p2 1 2 1
T s T ,s ) l s ( m1 1
T s T .s ) l s ( m2 2
Hence the result follows from Proposition 4.2.
COROLLARY 4.4. Let l be a regular weight in an up alco¨e. Then,
 . a k2 , s1) lqr:p a k1 , lqr:p a1k , s3 ) lqr:pa Y Y s Y T ,2 1 1 l
 . a k1 , s2 ) lqr:p a k2 , lqr:p a k2 , s3 ) lqr:pb Y Y s Y T .1 2 2 l
Proof. Use the same procedure as in Corollary 4.3, applied to Proposi-
tion 4.3.
We can now express our four main identities in yet another form. The
generalized versions in the above corollaries can be rewritten in terms of
the homomorphisms we've defined between neighboring restricted Verma
modules. The following two propositions follow immediately from Defini-
tion 4.5 and the previous two corollaries.
PROPOSITION 4.4. For any regular weight l in a down alco¨e,
 . l s1) l l s2 ) l1 f f ¨ s f f ¨ ,1 2 s , s 4) l 2 3 s , s 4) l2 1 2 1
 . l s2 ) l l s1) l2 f f ¨ s f f ¨ .2 1 s , s 4) l 1 3 s , s 4) l1 2 1 2
PROPOSITION 4.5. For any regular weight l in an up alco¨e,
 . l s1) l l s3 ) l1 f f ¨ s f f ¨ ,1 2 s , s 4) l 3 1 s , s 4) l2 1 2 1
 . l s2 ) l l s3 ) l2 f f ¨ s f f ¨2 1 s , s 4) l 3 2 s , s 4) l.1 2 1 2
5. COMPLEXES OF RESTRICTED VERMA MODULES
In this section we use the homomorphisms just defined to construct
complexes of restricted Verma modules which will solve the resolution
 .problem for SL 3, k .
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5.1. b Weight Vectors
Let l denote a regular weight and let Z be a restricted Verma module.l
Define M to be the k-vector space spanned by b weight vectors in Z .l l
The elements of the restricted enveloping algebra X and X define linear1 2
transformations on Z and M is equal to Ker X l Ker X .l l 1 2
In this section we will calculate M , when l g B. First, we prove an easyl
lemma.
 .yLEMMA 5.1. Let W , W g U and l, g , n g X T such that l y g / 01 2 n
and l y g y n / 0. If W ¨ is a b weight ¨ector in Z with weight l y g2 l l
and W ¨ is a b weight ¨ector in Z with weight l y g y n , then1 lyg lyg
W W ¨ is a b weight ¨ector in Z with weight l y g y n .1 2 l l
Proof. Define maps f : Z ªZ and w : Z ªZ via ¨ ¬lyg l lygyn lyg lyg
W ¨ and ¨ ¬ W ¨ , respectively. The hypotheses imply that both2 l lygyn 1 lyg
are G 1.B-module maps. Then consider the composition map
f (w : Z ª Z , which is given by ¨ ¬ W W ¨ . We note thatlygyn l lygyn 1 2 l
the weight of W W ¨ is l y g y n , which is not zero by hypothesis.1 2 l
Hence, W W ¨ / 0. Then for i s 1, 2,1 2 l
X ? W W ¨ s X ? fw¨ , .  .i 1 2 l i lygyn
s fw X ? ¨ s 0. .i lygyn
Hence, W W ¨ is a b weight vector in Z .1 2 l l
PROPOSITION 5.1. If l is a regular weight in A , then M is six dimen-0 l
sional and has the following canonical basis:
¨ , Y a k2 , s1( lqr:Y a k1 , lqr:¨ ,l 2 1 l
k k ka , lqr: a , s ( lqr: a , lqr:1 1 2 2Y ¨ , Y Y ¨ ,1 l 1 2 l
k k k ka , lqr: a , s s ( lqr: a , s ( lqr: a , lqr:2 2 1 2 1 2 2Y ¨ , Y Y Y ¨ .2 l 2 1 2 l
Proof. Z has nine composition factors with highest weights linked to ll
and occurring in nine distinct alcoves which form one of Jantzen's generic
w x  .decomposition patterns. In 3 , Irving studies this structure for SL 3, k
restricted Verma modules. It should also be noted that this was done for
 .  .SL 3, k Weyl modules by E. Cline unpublished and Doty and Sullivan in
w x2 . The pattern is displayed in Fig. 5.
If w is a b weight vector in Z with weight g , then I is a compositiong l g
factor of Z . Therefore, the set of b weight vectors in Z must havel l
weights in these nine alcoves. Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 5.1 imply that the six
vectors in the statement of the proposition are, in fact, b weight vectors in
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FIG. 5. Alcoves associated to composition factors of Z when l g A .l 0
Z . The weights of these six vectors lie in the alcoves marked with a dot inl
Fig. 5. The other three alcoves are marked with an =. Let g , g , g1 2 3
denote these three weights. We will show that these are not weights of a b
weight vector in Z . These weights are linked to l, so by performing thel
appropriate affine reflections on l we see that g s s s ( l y pa , g s1 2 1 2 2
l y pr, and g s s s ( l y pa .3 1 2 1
We will begin with g s l y pr. Suppose the monomial Y r3Y r2 Y r1¨2 3 2 1 l
has weight l y pr. Then, l y r a y r a y r a s l y pr. Since a s1 1 2 2 3 3 3
a q a , this leads to r s r and r s p y r . Therefore, if w is a b1 2 1 2 3 1
weight vector with weight g in Z , then it can be written in the form2 l
py1
py r r rw s c Y Y Y ¨ , r 3 2 1 l
rs1
where c g k are constants. But, w is a b weight vector means that w isr
killed by both X and X .1 2
Let l s av q bv and then apply Lemma 3.3 to get1 2
py1
py r r r pyry1 rq1 rX ? w s c r a y r q 1 Y Y Y ¨ y p y r Y Y Y ¨ .  . 41 r 3 2 1 l 3 2 1 l
rs1
py2
py1s c aY Y ¨ q c s q 1 a y s y c p y s 4 .  .  .1 3 2 l sq1 s
ss1
= Y pysy1Y sq1Y s¨ .3 2 1 l
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 r3 r2 r1 <So, if X ? w s 0, then by linear independence of Y Y Y ¨ 0 F1 3 2 1 l
4r F p y 1 we conclude that c s 0 andi 1
c s q 1 a y s s c p y s ;s s 1, . . . , p y 2. 6 .  .  .  .sq1 s
This recurrence relation implies that c , . . . , c s 0. Hence any b weight1 a
vector w of weight l y pr must have the form
py1
py r r rw s c Y Y Y ¨ . r 3 2 1 l
rsaq1
Now we apply Lemma 3.3 again for X to get2
py1
py r ry1 rX ? w s c r b q r y r y 1 y p y r Y Y Y ¨ .  .  .2 r 3 2 1 l
rsaq1
q p y r Y py ry1Y r Y rq1¨ . 43 2 1 l
s c a q 1 b q 1 y p q a q 1 Y pyay1Y aY aq1¨ .  .aq1 3 2 1 l
py2
q c s q 1 b q 2 y p q s q c p y s 4 .  .  . sq1 s
ssaq1
= Y pysy1Y sY sq1¨ .3 2 1 l
So if X ? w s 0, then by linear independence,2
c a q 1 a q b q 2 y p s 0. .  .aq1
But since l is regular, a q 1 / 0 and a q b q 2 / p. So, c s 0. Thenaq1
 .apply 6 beginning with s s a q 1 and we conclude that c s 0 for alls
s s 1, . . . , p y 1. Hence, there does not exist a b weight vector in Z ofl
weight g s l y pr.2
A similar procedure shows that neither g nor g could possibly be1 3
 w x .weights of b weight vectors in Z . For details, see 6 . Hence, there arel
only six possible weights for b weight vectors of Z and we've demon-l
strated six b weight vectors with those weights. These six vectors are
 r3 r2 r1 < 4linearly independent since Y Y Y ¨ 0Fr -p is linearly independent.3 2 1 l i
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PROPOSITION 5.2. If l is a regular weight in A , then M is se¨en1 l
dimensional and has the following canonical basis:
¨ , Y a k1 , lqr:¨ , Y a k2 , lqr:¨ ,l 1 l 2 l
k k k ka , s ( lqr:yp a , lqr: a , s ( lqr:yp a , lqr:2 1 1 1 2 2Y Y ¨ , Y Y ¨ , T ¨ ,2 1 l 1 2 l l l
a k2 , s1 s2 saÄ, p ( lqr: a
k
1 , s2 saÄ, p ( lqr: a
k
2 , saÄ, p ( lqr:T Y Y Y T ¨ .s s s s ( l 2 1 2 l l2 1 2 a , pÄ
w xProof. As shown in Irving 3 , Z has nine composition factors withl
highest weights linked to l and occurring in the nine distinct alcoves
shown in Fig. 6.
Now, apply Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2, and Lemma 5.1 to see that the
seven vectors listed in the statement are all b weight vectors in Z . Next,l
we'll show that the other two weights associated to composition factors of
Z are not the weights of b weight vectors in Z . These two weights arel l
indicated in Fig. 6 by a =. Call them g and g . If l s av q bv , then1 2 1 2
g s s ( l y pa s l y pa y b q 1 a , .1 2 1 1 2
g s s ( l y pa s l y a q 1 a y pa . .2 1 2 1 2
FIG. 6. Alcoves associated to composition factors of Z when l g A .l 1
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Suppose Y r3Y r2 Y r1¨ has weight g . Then, r q r s p and r q r s b q 1.3 2 1 l 1 1 3 2 3
So, a b weight vector w in Z of weight g can be written in the forml 1
bq1
r bq1yr pyrw s c Y Y Y ¨ . r 3 2 1 l
rs1
Then, applying Lemma 3.3 we get
bq1
r bq1yr pyry1X ? w s c p y r a y p q r q 1 Y Y Y ¨ .  .1 r 3 2 1 l
rs1
yrY ry1Y bq2yr Y py r¨ 43 2 1 l
s c pyby1 aypqbq2 Y bq1Y pyby2 ¨ yc Y bq1Y py1¨ .  .bq1 3 1 l 1 2 1 l
b
q c p y s a y p q s q 1 y c s q 1 4 .  .  . s sq1
ss1
= Y sY bq1ysY pysy1¨ .3 2 1 l
Hence, if X ? w s 0, then c s c s 0 and1 bq1 1
c p y s a q 1 y p q s s c s q 1 , 7 .  .  .  .s sq1
for all s s 1, . . . , b. But, for these values of s, p y s / 0 and s q 1 / 0.
 .So, starting from c s 0 and applying the recurrence relation 7 we seebq1
that c , . . . , c s 0. But we can reach no conclusion about c .pya bq1 pyay1
 .But, c s 0, so applying 7 repeatedly again we see that c , c , . . . , c1 1 2 pyay1
s 0.
Likewise, we can argue similarly for g . Hence, there are only seven2
linearly independent b weight vectors in Z as given in the statement ofl
the proposition.
The following is an immediate corollary, as the composition factor
patterns of Figs. 5 and 6 stay the same for a regular weight in a general
down or up alcove, respectively.
COROLLARY 5.1. If l is in a down alco¨e, then M is six dimensional andl
has the following canonical basis:
¨ , Y a k2 , s1) lqr:pY a k1 , lqr:p ¨ ,l 2 1 l
k k ka , lqr: a , s ) lqr: a , lqr:1 p 1 2 p 2 pY ¨ , Y Y ¨ ,1 l 1 2 l
k k k ka , lqr: a , s , s 4) lqr: a , s ) lqr: a , lqr:2 p 2 1 2 p 1 2 p 2 pY ¨ , Y Y Y ¨ .2 l 2 1 2 l
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If l is an an up alco¨e, then M is se¨en dimensional and has the followingl
canonical basis:
¨ , Y a k1 , lqr:p ¨ , Y a k2 , lqr:p ¨ ,l 1 l 2 l
k k k ka , s ) lqr: a , lqr: a , s ) lqr: a , lqr:2 1 p 1 p 1 2 p 2 pY Y ¨ , Y Y ¨ , T ¨ ,2 1 l 1 2 l l l
T Y a
k
2 ,  s1 , s2 , s34) lqr:p Y a
k
1 ,  s2 , s34) lqr:p Y a
k
2 , s3 ) lqr:p T ¨ .s , s , s , s 4) l 2 1 2 l l2 1 2 3
5.2. The Shifted Dual Homomorphisms
 . qPROPOSITION 5.3. For e¨ery regular weight l g X T , a g F , there
exists a unique G1.B homomorphism Z ª Z .s ) l la
 .Proof. Since G s SL 3, k , we know there exists at least one such
homomorphism because we've already constructed it in either Lemma 4.1
l l .or Corollary 4.1. Suppose c is another such map. Let w s c ¨ .a a s ) la
Then w must have weight s ) l, and it must be a b weight vector in Z ,a l
since c l is a G1.B homomorphism, i.e., for every b g Fq,a
X w s X c l ¨ .b b a s ) la
s c l X ¨ .a b s ) la
s 0,
since ¨ is a b weight vector in Z . So, now w is a b weight vectors ) l s ) la a
 k :in Z with weight s ) l. But, s ) l s l y a , l q r a . So, by Corol-pl a a
lary 5.1, if a g D, then w s Y a k , lqr:p ¨ and if a s a , then w s T ¨ .Äa l l l
Hence the map is unique.
 . q  . .LEMMA 5.2. For e¨ery l g X T and a g F , s ) ys ) l y 2 r sa a
yl y 2 r.
The proof is an easy calculation.
 l. lNow we define the dual map f * in the natural way; i.e., f : Z ªa a s ) la
 l. U UZ , and so f *: Z ª Z vial a l s ) la
f l *f x s f f l x .  . .  . .a a
U  l. >for f g Z and x g Z . Then we define the shifted dual map f asl s ) l aa
f l * m id w1x : Z> ª Z> . .a k l s ) ly2 r a
 l. > ysa ) ly2 rPROPOSITION 5.4. The shifted dual homomorphism f s f .a a
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Proof. By Corollary 3.1, Z> ( Z and Z> ( Z . Butl yly2 r s ) l ys ) ly2 ra a
 l.>then apply Lemma 5.2 to get f : Z ª Z . Hencea s ) y s ) l.y2 r . ys ) ly2 ra a a>l ys ) ly2 ra .by Proposition 5.3, f s f .a a
5.3. The Bottom Alco¨e
Throughout this section let l be a regular weight in A , the bottom0
alcove. In this case we follow the Bernstein]Gel'fand]Gel'fand resolution
exactly, because
 k : q0 - a , l q r - p for all a g F ,
and so we don't expect much of a p-adic disturbance. In previous sections
we have discussed the definitions of the G1.B homomorphisms f l: Za s ) la
ª Z for all a g Fq. Now we piece these maps together to define thel
sequence
d d d3 2 16 6 6Z Z [ Z Z [ Z Z , 8 .w ( l s s ( l s s ( l s ( l s ( l l0 2 1 1 2 1 2
where
f l f ld s , /1 21
f s1( l yf s1( l2 3d s ,2 s ( l s ( l2 2 /yf f3 1
f s2 s1( l1d s .3 s s ( l1 2 /f2
 .In this section we will prove that 8 is a complex. In addition, we will show
Coker d is the irreducible representation I and Ker d ( I m k w1x .1 l 3 l y2 r
PROPOSITION 5.5. Coker d is the irreducible g-module I of highest1 l
weight l.
Proof. Im d is a U submodule of Z . It suffices to show that it is the1 g l
maximal submodule, for then Coker d will be irreducible and hence equal1
to the unique irreducible quotient module of Z , I . Suppose Im d is notl l 1
the maximal submodule of Z . Then there exists a submodule W of Zl l
 .such that Im d n W. So, WrIm d is a finite dimensional U module.1 1 g
So, it contains a b weight vector and hence there is a corresponding b
weight vector wqg W with wqf Im d . Since W is strictly contained in1
Z , wq/ ¨ . But by examining the canonical basis for M in Propositionl l l
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5.1, we see that the b weight vector wq, which is by definition in M , mustl
be in Im d . Since we've arrived at a contradiction we conclude that Im d1 1
is the maximal U submodule of Z .g l
PROPOSITION 5.6. Ker d ( I m k w1x .3 l y2 r
 .Proof. First we observe that if l s av q bv g A , then yw l s1 2 0 0
 .bv q av g A . So apply Proposition 5.5 to yw l and we get1 2 0 0
Z [ Z ª Z ª I ª 0 9 .s ( yw l.. s ( yw l.. yw l. yw l.1 0 2 0 0 0
is exact. Let J s Ker d . So,3
d3 60 ª J ª Z Z [ Zw ( l s s ( l s s ( l0 2 1 1 2
is exact. Take duals and tensor with k w1x . Then applying Corollary 3.1 wey2 r
get
d >3w1x 60 ¤ J* m k ¤ Z Z [ Z , 10 .y2 r yw ( ly2 r ys s ( ly2 r ys s ( ly2 r0 2 1 1 2
and
> > >s s ( l s s ( l2 1 1 2d s f f .  .3 1 2 /
s fyw 0 ( ly2 r fyw 0 ( ly2 r , .1 2
by Proposition 5.4. Now notice
yw ( l y 2 r s yw l , .0 0
y s s ( l y 2 r s s ( yw l , . .2 1 1 0
y s s ( l y 2 r s s ( yw l . . .1 2 2 0
 .Hence 10 becomes
d>3w1x 60 ¤ J* m k ¤ Z Z [ Z , 11 .y2 r yw l. s ( yw l.. s ( yw l..0 1 0 2 0
where
d> s fyw 0l. fyw 0l. . .3 1 2
 .Comparing this with 9 we see that
J* m k w1x ( I .y2 r yw l.0
So,
w1xJ ( I m k .l y2 r
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 . 1.THEOREM 1. The sequence 8 is a complex of G B modules.
Proof. We need to show d ( d s 0 and d ( d s 0. Let ¨ s ¨1 2 2 3 s s ( l2 1
and w s ¨ . Let z ¨ g Z and z w g Z , where z , z g U y.s s ( l 1 s s ( l 2 s s ( l 1 2 n1 2 2 1 1 2
Then,
f s1( l yf s1( lz ¨ z ¨31 1l ld ( d s f f .1 2 1 2 s ( l s ( lz w z w /  /2 2 /2 2yf f3 1
s z f lf s1( l¨ y f lf s2 ( l¨ 41 1 2 2 3
q z f lf s2 ( lw y f lf s1( lw . 42 2 1 1 3
But, this equals zero in Proposition 4.4. Hence we have shown d ( d s 0.1 2
Next we will show d ( d s 0. Let z¨ g Z . Then,2 3 w ( l w ( l0 0
s1( l s1( l f s2 s1( l z¨ .f yf 1 w ( l2 3 0d ( d z¨ s .2 3 w ( l s ( l s ( l s s ( l0 2 2 1 2 /  /yf f f z¨ .3 1 2 w ( l0
f s1( l2f s2 s1( l z¨ y f s1( lf s1 s2 ( l z¨ .  .1 w ( l 3 2 w ( l0 0s .
s ( l s s ( l s ( l s s ( l2 2 1 2 1 2 /yf f z¨ q f f z¨ .  .3 1 w ( l 1 2 w ( l0 0
So d ( d s 0 if2 3
f s1( lf s2 s1( l¨ s f s1( lf s1 s2 ( l¨ , 12 .2 1 w ( l 3 2 w ( l0 0
f s2 ( lf s1 s2 ( l¨ s f s2 ( lf s2 s1( l¨ . 13 .1 2 w ( l 3 1 w ( l0 0
But now since l g A , s ( l and s ( l are in up alcoves. So we apply0 1 2
 .Proposition 4.5 to get the result; i.e., apply Proposition 4.5 2 to s ( l and1
 .  .  .get 12 . Likewise apply Proposition 4.5 1 to s ( l and get 13 .2
 .We should note that the complex 8 is not exact, as we will see later.
5.4. The First Up Alco¨e
Throughout this section let l be a regular weight in A , the first up1
alcove. Recall that this means
 k :0 - a , l q r - p ,1
 k :0 - a , l q r - p ,2
 k :p - a , l q r - 2 p.3
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Although the complex we constructed for bottom alcove weights looks
exactly like the characteristic zero BGG resolution, this will not suffice for
weights in the first up alcove. However, we can construct a complex with
similar properties. In fact, it will be constructed by using the bottom alcove
style complex as a building block. More precisely, let m be a regular
bottom alcove weight. The restricted Verma modules that appear in the
complex associated to m have highest weights which are in the Weyl group
orbit of m.
If l is in the first up alcove, then the three relative reflections of
 .l s ) l, s ) l, and s ) l are in down alcoves. Down alcove weights are1 2 3
shifted bottom alcove weights, so we consider the ``relative'' Weyl group
orbits of these three weights. Finally, we would expect w ( l to appear at0
the end of any BGG-style sequence. Figure 7 illustrates the highest
weights of the restricted Verma modules which will appear in the complex
for the first up alcove.
DEFINITION 5.1. Let l g A denote a regular weight. For i g Zq,1
define
l  4C s l ,0
C l s s ) l, s ) l, s ) l s s ( l , 41 1 2 3 a , pÄ
l  4  4  4  4C s s , s ) l, s , s ) l, s , s ) l, s , s ) l , 42 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2
FIG. 7. Weights appearing in the pseudo-resolution when l g A .1
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l  4  4  4  4C s s , s , s ) l, s , s , s ) l, s , s , s ) l, s , s , s ) l , 43 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 3 2 1 2
l  4  4  4C s s , s , s , s ) l, s , s , s , s ) l, s , s , s , s ) l , 44 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2
l  4C s s , s , s , s , s ) l s w ( l , 45 3 2 1 2 3 0
C l s B for all i G 6.i
D C l is the set of weights represented in Fig. 7. Now, define theiG 0 i
following sequence of maps,
d d d d d5 4 3 2 16 6 6 6 6Z Z Z Z Z Z ,[ [ [ [w ( l m m m m l0
l l l lmgC mgC mgC mgC4 3 2 1
14 .
where the d are given byi
f l yf l f ld s , /1 3 21
f s1) l f s1) l 0 01 2
s ) l s ) l3 30 f f 0d s ,1 22  0s ) l s ) l2 20 0 f f1 2
yf s1 , s14) l f s1 , s14) l 0 03 2
s , s 4) l s , s 4) l s , s 4) l2 1 2 1 2 1f yf f 01 3 2d s ,3 s , s 4) l s , s 4) l s , s 4) l1 2 1 2 1 20 f yf f1 3 2 0s , s 4) l s , s 4) l2 2 2 20 0 f yf1 3
f s1 , s2 , s14) l 0 02
s , s , s 4) l s , s , s 4) l1 2 3 1 2 3f f 01 2d s ,4 s , s , s 4) l s , s , s 4) l2 1 3 2 1 30 f f1 2 0s , s , s 4) l2 1 20 0 f1
f s2 , s1 , s2 , s14) l2
s , s , s , s 4) l2 1 2 3yfd s .35  0s , s , s , s 4) l1 2 1 2f1
PROPOSITION 5.7. Coker d is the irreducible g module I of highest1 l
weight l.
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PROPOSITION 5.8. Ker d ( I m k w1x .5 l y2 r
The proofs of Propositions 5.7 and 5.8 are very similar to the corre-
sponding bottom alcove cases, so we omit them here.
 . 1.THEOREM 2. The sequence 14 is a complex of G B modules.
Proof. We need to show
d ( d s d ( d s d ( d s d ( d s 0.1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5
Just as in the bottom alcove case, all of these equalities reduce down to
the identities of Propositions 4.1, 4.4, 4.5. Since all four equalities follow
the same general procedure we will only go through the details of d ( d1 2
s 0 here. For convenience, let
¨ s ¨ ,1 s , s 4) l1 1
¨ s ¨ ,2 s , s 4) l2 1
¨ s ¨ ,3 s , s 4) l1 2
¨ s ¨ .4 s , s 4) l2 2
Then let z , z , z , z g U y so that1 2 3 4 n
z ¨1 1
z ¨2 2 g Z .[ m
lz ¨ mgC3 3 2 0z ¨4 4
Basic matrix multiplication gives us
z ¨ s ) l s ) l1 1 1 1f z ¨ q f z ¨ .  .1 1 1 2 2 2
z ¨2 2 s ) l s ) l3 3f z ¨ q f z ¨d ( d s d  .  .1 2 2 2 3 31 2 1z ¨3 3  0s ) l s ) l2 2 0 f z ¨ q f z ¨ .  .1 3 3 2 4 4z ¨4 4
s f lf s1) l z ¨ q f lf s1) l z ¨ .  .1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
y f lf s3 ) l z ¨ y f lf s3 ) l z ¨ .  .3 1 2 2 3 2 3 3
q f lf s2 ) l z ¨ q f lf s2 ) l z ¨ . .  .2 1 3 3 2 2 4 4
Hence, d ( d s 0 if the following four equations hold:1 2
 . l s1) li f f ¨ s 0,1 1 s , s 4) l1 1
 . l s2 ) lii f f ¨ s 0,2 2 s , s 4) l2 2
 . l s1) l l s3 ) liii f f ¨ s f f ¨ ,1 2 s , s 4) l 3 1 s , s 4) l2 1 2 1
 . l s2 ) l l s3 ) liv f f ¨ s f f ¨ .2 1 s , s 4) l 3 2 s , s 4) l1 2 1 2
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 .  .  .  .But, i and ii follow from Proposition 4.1, while iii and iv follow from
Proposition 4.5.
Now, for the other three equations, use the same procedure of matrix
multiplication, gathering like terms, and applying Propositions 4.1, 4.4, and
4.5. For d ( d notice that s ) l, s ) l, and s ) l are all in down alcoves.2 3 1 2 3
For d ( d you must make a similar observation.4 5
5.5. A Symmetric Property
In this section we observe a rather remarkable symmetric property
involving the ``shifted dual'' which both of the complexes we have con-
structed possess.
Let l be a regular weight in the bottom alcove, A . Write R for the0 l
 .entire pseudo-resolution of l given by the complex 8 with Coker d and1
Ker d included; i.e., R denotes the sequence3 l
d d3 2w1x 6 60 ª I mk ª Z Z [ Z Z [ Zl y2 r w ( l s s ( l s s ( l s ( l s ( l0 2 1 1 2 1 2
d1 6 Z ª I ª 0. 15 .l l
U  .Then let R denote the sequence obtained by taking the dual of 15 .l
Likewise, let R> denote the shifted dual sequence, RU m k w1x .l l y2 r
Also, for l a regular weight in the first up alcove, A , define R in the1 l
 .same way, using the pseudo-resolution given in 14 .
PROPOSITION 5.9. For e¨ery regular weight l g B,
R> s R .l yw l.0
Proof. Let l g A . Then R is0 l
d d3 2w1x 6 60 ª I mk ª Z Z [ Z Z [ Zl y2 r w ( l s s ( l s s ( l s ( l s ( l0 2 1 1 2 1 2
d1 6 Z ª I ª 0,l l
and RU isl
0 ª I ª ZU ª ZU [ZU ª ZU [ ZU ª ZUyw l. l s ( l s ( l s s ( l s s ( l w ( l0 1 2 1 2 2 1 0
ª I m k w1x ª 0.yw l. 2 r0
Tensor through by k w1x and then by Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 5.4 wey2 r
see that R> isl
0 ª I m k w1x ª Z ª Z [ Zyw l. y2 r yly2 r ys ( ly2 r ys ( ly2 r0 1 2
ª Z [ Z ª Z ª I ª 0.ys s ( ly2 r ys s ( ly2 r yw ( ly2 r yw l.1 2 2 1 0 0
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But then the following are easy calculations,
yw ( l y 2 r s yw l , .0 0
y s s ( l y 2 r s s ( yw l , . .1 2 2 0
y s s ( l y 2 r s s ( yw l , . .2 1 1 0
y s ( l y 2 r s s s ( yw l , . .1 2 1 0
y s ( l y 2 r s s s ( yw l , . .2 1 2 0
y l y 2 r s w ( yw l . . .0 0
Putting this all together we see that
R> s R .l yw l.0
The case l g A follows in a similar fashion.1
6. HOMOLOGY AND THE FORMAL CHARACTER
 .Now that we have solved the resolution problem for the case of SL 3, k ,
w xour solution and the work of Irving 3 enable us to calculate the formal
character of the irreducible representation I for l g B, when G sl
 .SL 3, k . Although these characters are well known, obtaining this infor-
mation via such complexes is novel and provides motivation for studying
the resolution problem for other semisimple simply connected algebraic
groups.
6.1. The Formal Character
Let G be a simply connected semisimple algebraic group over k. Let
w  .x  . lZ X T be the group ring of X T with the canonical Z-basis e , where
 .l g X T . The formal character of a finite dimensional rational represen-
tation V of G is
mch V s dim V e g Z X T , . . m
 .mgX T
where V s [ V . Ifmm g X T .
d d d dn ny1 2 16 6 6 6E E ??? ª E E En ny1 2 1 0
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is a complex of G-modules and each E is finite dimensional, then it is welli
known that
n n
i iy1 ch E s y1 ch H E . 16 .  .  .  . i i
is0 is0
 .Recall that for m g X T ,
 .l wm w m .J e s y1 e , .  .
wgW
and we have the identity
J e r s e r 1 y eya . 17 .  .  .
qagF
The formal characters of the restricted Verma modules are also well
 .known. If l g X T , then
1 y eypa
lch Z s e 18 .l ya /q 1 y eagF
 w x.  .see Jantzen 4, II.9.2, p. 321 . So, then by 17 , we see that
elqr
ypach Z s 1 y e . .l r qJ e . agF
6.2. The Bottom Alco¨e
Let l denote a regular weight in A , the bottom alcove. Recall the0
 .definition of the complex 8 ,
d d d3 2 16 6 6Z Z [ Z Z [ Z Z . 19 .w ( l s s ( l s s ( l s ( l s ( l l0 2 1 1 2 1 2
We will write H for the ith homology module of this complex of G1.Bi
modules. By definition,
H s Z rIm d ( Coker d ,0 l 1 1
and so H ( I . Likewise, by definition, H s Ker d , and so0 l 3 3
H ( I m k w1x .3 l y2 r
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FIG. 8. Pattern of composition factors for a down alcove.
Next we will calculate the formal characters of the two middle homology
modules. If g is a regular weight in a down alcove, then Z has nineg
composition factors I for 1 F i F 9. The highest weights g lie in theg ii
alcoves indicated with the corresponding number i in Fig. 8. Meanwhile, if
m is a regular weight in an up alcove, then Z has nine composition factorsm
I for 1 F i F 9. The highest weights m lie in the alcoves indicated withm ii
the corresponding number i in Fig. 9.
FIG. 9. Pattern of composition factors for an up alcove.
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 . 1.PROPOSITION 6.1. The complex 19 of G B modules has middle homol-
ogy modules with formal characters:
 .  .  .i ch H s ch I q ch I ,1 lypa lypa1 2
 .  .  .ii ch H s ch I q ch I .2 lypa ypr lypa ypr1 2
Proof. Let l be a regular weight in the bottom alcove, A . We will0
 .prove i first. We begin by observing that
 4s , s ) l s l y pa ,1 1 1
 4s , s ) l s l y pa .2 2 2
Figure 10 indicates where these weights occur in relation to l and the
weights in the Weyl group orbit of l.
1.  .For every G B-module M, we define CF M to be the function which
 .assigns to each l g X T the multiplicity of I in M. Now, if f , g are twol
 .  .  .integer valued functions on X T , then we will say f F g, if f l F g l
 . 1.  .for every l g X T . So, if L ; M are G B-modules, then CF L F
 .CF M . In addition, for any quotient module MrL, it is clear that
 .  .  .CF MrL s CF M y CF L . We will now use a procedure which com-
 .bines this basic fact, Eq. 16 , and the generic decomposition patterns to
find the composition factors of the homology modules.
We begin with Fig. 11, where we have placed a 1 in every alcove that
contains a highest weight of a composition factor of Z . Now sincel
 .  .  .H s Coker d , then CF H s CF Z y CF Im d . Recall that we al-0 1 0 l 1
ready know H ( I . But we must begin this procedure from the beginning0 l
of the complex.
Now we will attach a y1 to each of the alcoves corresponding to the
composition factors of Z and Z . Since s ( l and s ( l are in ups ( l s ( l 1 21 2
alcoves, this time we follow the pattern of Fig. 9. Placing the y1's in the
appropriate alcoves of Fig. 11 and then performing the addition, we arrive
FIG. 10. Weyl group orbit of l and two p-translations of l.
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FIG. 11. Composition factors of Z .l
at Fig. 12. Examining Fig. 12 we see that the only alcove which still
contains a 1 is the alcove corresponding to l. Hence I is the only possiblel
composition factor of H , which, of course, we already knew. So now0
remove that 1 in the alcove corresponding to l and mark the alcoves
which correspond to composition factors of Z and Z with 1's.s s ( l s s ( l1 2 2 1
Doing the appropriate arithmetic results in Fig. 13. Notice that this time
we leave out the 0's. The l in the figure is just for reference purposes.
FIG. 12. Composition factors of Z ``minus'' composition factors of Z and Z .l s ( l s ( l1 2
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FIG. 13. Alcoves with a y1 indicate possible composition factors of H .1
Now since H s Ker d rIm d ,1 1 2
CF H s CF Ker d y CF Im d , .  .  .1 1 2
F CF Z [ Z y CF Im d . . .s ( l s ( l 21 2
Hence, the alcoves in Fig. 13 which contain a y1 represent highest
weights of possible composition factors of the first homology module H .1
Referring back to Fig. 10 tells us that these two weights are l y pa and1
l y pa . Hence I and I are the only possible composition2 lypa lypa1 2
 .factors of H . In order to prove i , we still need to prove that both of1
these modules are actually composition factors of H . To do this, consider1
the two vectors
w s Y a k1 , s1( lqr:p ¨ g Z ,1 1 s ( l s ( l1 1
w s Y a k2 , s2 ( lqr:p ¨ g Z .2 2 s ( l s ( l2 2
 4w has weight s , s ) l s l y pa and w has weight l y pa . They are1 1 1 1 2 2
both b weight vectors by Lemma 4.1. So, consider the vectors
w 01 , g Z [ Z .s ( l s ( lw 1 2 / / 20
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These two vectors are elements of Ker d by Proposition 4.1. In addition, it1
is an easy observation that they are not elements of Im d . Hence they2
induce b weight vectors in H with weights l y pa and l y pa .1 1 2
Therefore, I and I are both composition factors of H . And so,lypa lypa 11 2
ch H s ch I q ch I . .  .1 lypa lypa1 2
 .Now, to prove ii we go back to Fig. 13. Remove the y1's from the
alcoves associated to l y pa and l y pa as we have just accounted for1 2
them. Then place y1's in the alcoves associated with composition factors
of Z . Simplify and the result is Fig. 14. By a similar argument as abovew ( l0
the alcoves in Fig. 14 which contain a 1 indicate possible composition
factors of H . The corresponding weights are l y pa y pr and l y pa2 1 2
y pr. Notice that the alcove which contains a y1 in Fig. 14 corresponds
to the weight l y 2 pr. Since Ker d is known to be I m k w1x , this3 l y2 r
 .accounts for that composition factor. Now, we can apply Eq. 16 to
conclude that the composition factors of H must be I and2 lypa ypr1
I . Hence,lypa ypr2
ch H s ch I q ch I . .  .2 lypa ypr lypa ypr1 2
FIG. 14. Alcoves with a 1 indicate possible composition factors of H .2
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COROLLARY 6.1. ch I is gi¨ en by the Weyl character formula; i.e.,l
J elqr .
ch I s .l rJ e .
 .  .Proof. Apply 16 to 19 and obtain
 .l w w1xy1 ch Z s ch I y ch H q ch H y ch I m k . .  .  .  .  . w ( l l 1 2 l y2 r
wgW
20 .
 .  .First we consider the left hand side. Apply 18 and 17 to obtain
1 y eypa .  .l w l w w ( ly1 ch Z s y1 e , .  .  w ( l ya /q 1 y eagFwgW wgW
J elqr . yp as 1 y e . .r qJ e . agF
 .But, for G s SL 3, k ,
1 y eypa s 1 y eypa1 y eypa 2 q eyp a1qa 3. q eyp a 2qa 3. y ey2 pa 3 . .
qagF
 .And also since G s SL 3, k , a s r. So now we examine the right hand3
 .side of 20 . First recall that
I ( I m k w1x ,lypa l ya1 1
I ( I m k w1x ,lypa l ya2 2
1.  w x.as G B modules see Jantzen 4, II.9.5, p. 323 . Now, by Proposition 6.1,
ch I y ch H q ch H y ch I m k w1x .  .  .  .l 1 2 l y2 r
 yp a1 yp a 2 yp a1qr . ypa 2qr . y2 pr 4s ch I 1 y e y e q e q e y e , .l
s ch I 1 y eypa . .  .l
qagF
 .Hence, 20 now gives
J elqr .
ch I s ,l rJ e .
which is the Weyl character formula.
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6.3. The First Up Alco¨e
In this section let l denote a regular weight in A , the first up alcove.1
 .Recall the definition of the complex 14 ,
d d d d d5 4 3 2 16 6 6 6 6Z Z Z Z Z Z .[ [ [ [w ( l m m m m l0
l l l lmgC mgC mgC mgC4 3 2 1
21 .
As in the previous section, H will stand for the ith homology module.i
So,
H ( Coker d ( I ,0 1 l
H ( I m k w1x .5 l y2 r
 . 1.PROPOSITION 6.2. The complex 21 of G B modules has middle homol-
ogy modules with formal characters:
 .i H s 0,1
 .  .  .  .ii ch H s ch I q ch I q ch I2 s ) lypa s ) lypa s ) lypa1 1 1 2 2 1
 .qch I ,s ) lypa2 2
 .  .  .iii ch H s ch I q ch I3 s ) lypa ypr s ) lypa ypr1 1 1 2
 .  .qch I q ch I ,s ) lypa ypr s ) lypa ypr2 1 2 2
 .iv H s 0.4
The proof of this proposition follows a procedure quite similar to the
w xone used in the bottom alcove case, so we omit it here. For details, see 6 .
As in the bottom alcove case, when l is in the first up alcove we can
calculate the formal character of the irreducible module I in terms ofl
 .Weyl characters by applying Eq. 16 to the complex of restricted Verma
 .modules 21 . However, the resulting calculation is cumbersome. There is a
shorter proof that only involves the map
f l: Z ª Z ,3 s ) l l3
 .which we recall was the crucial building block for the complex 21 . We
will demonstrate this shorter calculation.
COROLLARY 6.2.
J elqr J e s3 ) lqr .  .
ch I s y .l r rJ e J e .  .
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Proof. Recall the definition of the G1.B module map,
f l3 6Z Zs ) l l3
¨ ¬ T ¨ .s ) l l l3
So,
f l3l l60 ª Ker f ª Z Z ª Coker f ª 03 s ) l l 33
is an exact sequence of G1.B modules. Therefore,
ch Ker f l y ch Z q ch Z y ch Coker f l s 0. . . .  .3 s ) l l 33
Now, using the patterns of composition factors from Figs. 8 and 9, we place
a 1 in the alcoves representing composition factors of Z and a y1 in thel
alcoves representing composition factors of Z . The result is Fig. 15. Bys ) l3
identifying the weights associated to each alcove we conclude that
ch Z y ch Z s ch Coker f l y ch Ker f l , .  .  .  .l s ) l 3 33
s ch I q ch I q ch I y ch Il s ( l s ( l lypr1 2
y ch I y ch I .s ( lypr s ( lypr1 2
FIG. 15. ch Z y ch Z .l s ) l3
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Now if l s av q bv g A , then s ( l is in a down alcove and1 2 1 1
s ( l s l y a q 1 a , .1 1
s y a q 2 v q a q b q 1 v . .  .1 2
Write
s ( l s s ( l q p v y v s p y a y 2 v q a q b q 1 y p v . .  .  .1 1 1 2 1 2
Then s ( lg A , the bottom alcove. So,1 0
w1xI ( I m k .s ( l s ( l yv qv1 1 1 2
Hence,
yp v yv .1 2ch I s ch I e , .  .s ( l s ( l1 1
s ( lqr1J e . yp v yv .1 2s e .
rJ e .
Then define a relative J operator as
 .l wmqr w ) mqrÄJ e s y1 e . .  .
wgW
Then it is a straightforward calculation to see that
s ( lqr s ( lqr ypv yv .1 1 1 2ÄJ e s J e e . .  .
So, then
Ä s1( lqrJ e .
ch I s , .s ( l r1 J e .
and likewise,
Ä s2 ( lqrJ e .
ch I s . .s ( l r2 J e .
Hence,
ch Z y ch Z s 1 y eyp r ch I q ch I q ch I , .  . .  .l s ) l l s ( l s ( l3 1 2
Ä s1( lqr Ä s2 ( lqrJ e J e .  .yp rs 1 y e ch I q q . . l r r /J e J e .  .
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On the other hand, direct calculation of the formal characters gives
elqr y e s3 ) lqr . yp ach Z y ch Z s 1 y e . .  . . l s ) l r3 qJ e . agF
Now equate these two expressions and recall that a s r so that we3
obtain
elqr y e s3 ) lqr 1 y eya 1 1 y eya 2 .  .  .
rJ e .
Ä s1( lqr Ä s2 ( lqrJ e J e .  .
s ch I q q .l r rJ e J e .  .
So,
elqr y e s3 ) lqr 1 y eya 1 y eya 2 q eyp r .  .
s ( lqr s ( lqr1 2Ä ÄyJ e y J e .  .
ch I s .l rJ e .
Expanding out the numerator of this expression gives
J elqr J e s3 ) lqr .  .
ch I s y .l r rJ e J e .  .
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